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Telegram download link generator

A cool bot to get direct links Start communication with files to link bot on your Telegram, by clicking the Send Message button. β I just made this bot for Telegram which generates public links for your Telegram files. Just send a file to it and a link will be replied back to you. The source is here:
victor141516/GetTempBotEdit: Took more than expected, but it's finally working. Now the bot forwards the file to a channek when it is received. Telethon (acting as a normal Telegram user) is then used to access the file on the channel, download it and transmit it (proxy type) using Flask.The GitHub code works well, but
Telethon's version of the requirements.txt is outdated. If someone wants to use it, you have to update it since that version does not download files correctly. I will update readme on the repo as it is now harder to deploy the bot. Page 2 7 Comments This bot can convert any Telegram file into an external download link/url,
so that you can download Telegram file with IDM, ADM or any download manager. These links are usually faster than regular downloading Telegram. You can download up to 1.5GB file, using this bot. Telegram allows up to 1.5 GB per File size limit. Instant Download links are the download links created quickly for the
file, if you want to download a small file (about 50MB), or want to start the download immediately then use this link. Downloads of this link may not be reprehensible/pausable/stable. You can use INSTANT LINK for small files and you know that Reprehensible links takes longer to generate than it takes to download 20MB
file from a link, so reprehensible links are not supported for files less than 20MB. Use Instant Links for files less than 20MB! These links are generated by downloading files from Telegram servers to our servers and then generating the link, it can take up to 30 minutes or more (depending on server loads) to generate a
resumed link. These links are pausable/reprehensible. The links are valid for 24 hours, after these links expire, you can generate the new links at any time by sending the same file again. How these files are downloaded and saved on our servers, which are limited, unlike telegram servers. so we delete old files and save
way for new files. If you send a link to bot then you will return the file, you need to send this file back to the bot to get the Download Links. 502 and 504 ERROR This means that the server is above capacity for now.. you can use the Save to Drive option to get the file. server problems. Try saving to drive. This means that
the summary links is down for now, and will be until 00:00 PST or 12:30 PM IST .. Instead of resumed links, you can use the save option in G Drive and save the file to Google Drive and download it anytime you want SSL error in ADM In some countries, ADM shows this error, to fix this problem, change the https to http
at the download link. IDM/ADM 403 Error Banned or Denied Access This means that the summary link server has been down for now, and will be up 00:00 PST or 12:30 IST .. You can use the save option in G Drive and save the file to Google Drive and download it anytime you want at high speed. 504 Gateway Time
Out on instant link servers are busy, try after some time or generate reprehensible links. With this option, you can save your Telegram files to Google Drive, get 15 GB of free storage in Google Drive. The file will be saved to Google Drive instantly. Note: Sing in G-Drive is only available if resumed links are generated. You
need to generate the 1st resumable link then only, then the Saved in G-Drive will appear. it can take up to 30 minds. You can use the Save to Drive option and save these files to drive G.. The files will be there until you delete them. Error: The file was not found means it's something hacked that you're trying to save to G-
Drive and G-Drive is against Pirated Things/Movies/Series. Error: The user's drive quota temporarily overtaken the disabled error saved on drive G that sometimes has problems, try again after some time, or use any other Gmail account. You may also like β have ever caught up with a problem on Telegram where you
have to download a large file. The slow download of Telegram sucks, well it's not a Download Manager so what can you expect from it. Here I will help you with this. There is a bot on Telegram made for this purpose. First of all, if you don't know anything about Telegram, let me tell you about it. Telegram is basically a
completely cloud-based instant messaging service. It is similar to WhatsApp but equipped with many more features, such as Bots, Super Groups with a membership limit of up to 200,000; Channels, secret chat, animated stickers (although also introduced on WhatsApp now), multi-device support and many more
features. If you're not already on Telegram you're missing a lot of features. Think about giving it a try. Now, directly to our @LinkToFilesBot. Now, start a conversation with the bot by clicking the home button. Bot will now ask to forward a file to it. Just do it and as soon as it is sent you will receive a link, open it in your
browser or paste the link after removing it from .html in IDM, FDM or any other Download Manager. Now you don't have to worry if you have a time limit on bandwidth and a large file to download on Telegram. Note that the link will expire after 24 hours but you can forward that file again and receive another link to restart
your download from where you stopped to Download Manager. Note: We don't promote copyright infringement on Telegram for the link you generate from the bot is for your personal use. Sharing is not recommended. We don't have any bots mentioned on the site. Note that Telegram Bot developers can stop the
operation of their bot according to the Choice. So, we're not responsible for it. Now You get Public Link Bot @GetPublicLinkBot Just send me any Document File of any size and it will generate an External Link. Any problems read the FAQ at If you have Telegram, you can contact Get Public Link Bot immediately.
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